returned from Nicaragua—where he conferred with LUTS SOMOZA, former President of Nicaragua, and CARLOS PRIOS SOCARRAS, former President of Cuba. They conferred concerning the so-called SOMOZA plan for the liberation of Cuba. Although SOMOZA is active and interested in Cuban exile affairs he did not offer anything of a concrete nature concerning aid in the way of money, military equipment, or military bases. BATISTA advised that ARTIME does not have any military training camps established in Central America.

On September 12, 1963 PAULINO SIERRA, 533 S. W. 8th Street, MIami, advised he is trying to establish a unity movement among different Cuban exile groups. SIERRA stated he had recently conferred with LUTS SOMOZA in Nicaragua concerning the Cuban situation. SIERRA said that he had ascertained through SOMOZA, and from being in Nicaragua that MANUEL ARTIME operates no training camps in Central America.

On September 18, 1963 RAFAEL AGUIRRE RENGURELLI, Executive Committee of the Movimiento Democrata Cristiano (MDC) (LUCAS' Faction), 2333 Biscayne Boulevard, MIami, advised that organization had been visited by one of SOMOZA's representatives. The organization conferred with this representative concerning the possibility of establishing military bases at sometime in the future in Nicaragua. AGUIRRE said SOMOZA's representative told the MDC that ARTIME has no military training camps in Central America. AGUIRRE advised that through his organization's representatives in Central America they ascertained ARTIME's press announcements are false and he does not have any training camps.

On September 20, 1963, ELADIO DEL VALLE, head of the Ejercito Invasor Cubano, an anti-Castro organization, advised that through his representatives and contacts in Central America, he has ascertained ARTIME has no military bases or training camps in Central America.

On September 26, 1963 ALDO VERA SERAPIN, head of the American Patriotic Action Movement, an Anti-Castro organization, advised that CARLOS PRIO SOCARRAS is forming a unity group called the Cuban Committee for Liberation. VERA said that he had conferred with PRIO and is considering joining with PRIO in this unity movement. VERA said that PRIO's unity group looks like it might be successful inasmuch as PRIO has the backing of many of the important exile...